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APPENDIX 5 

INSTALLATION SCHEME OF SAFETY AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT 

Attention! „This side UP!“ 

Safety and Control Equipment info sticker place 

Var. 1

Equipment 

Var. 2 

SOS/OK buttons 

! 

+371 XX XXX 
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APPENDIX 5 

SAFETY AND TRACKING EQUIPMENT PRINCIPLES 

 The competitors are responsible for installation of the equipment by themselves. The same
device is used during both: the reconnaissance and the rally. During the reconnaissance
the device has to be installed in visible place to assure that Marshals and other Officials
could identify it.

 Safety and tracking equipment and information sticker has to be installed into the rally car
before the start of the rally.

 The system should be installed by the crew and must be shown at scrutineering or to the
scrutineers at Service Park on 05.02.2016. from 13:00 until 16:00. They will check if GPS
safety equipment and information sticker is installed properly. Competition cars not
equipped with the safety and tracking device will not be allowed to start.

 GPS units and brackets should be dismounted from the rally cars by the crew after the
finish time control (TC14). In the case of the retirement GPS equipment shall be delivered
to the provider of the GPS units until 07.02.2016. by 19:00 in Rally HQ.

 After the stopping in the SS, the crew must press „SOS“ or „OK“ buttons in the 30 second
time and must inform Rally HQ by telephone (telephone number can be found on the
information sticker).

 During the race the crew must have mobile phone switched on, or must switch it on in 60
seconds after stopping in SS (for a longer than a 30 sec period of time) in order that rally
centre is able to contact the crew. The crew will be penalized for violating the usage of
"OK" and "SOS" signals.

 Attention! The device during its operating time can spread specific radio magnetic
interferences what is typical for GSM connections. We kindly recommend to put
other devices that can be sensitive to this Organisers issued equipment in
maximum distance from the installed Organisers equipment.
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